Class: 4th

Date: 21st May, 2020

Subject: English
Answer to the previous question.
B. Match the nouns with their group names make phrases.
A flight of
A school of
A pack of
A flock of
A bundle of
A gang of
A herd of
An army of

...stairs.......
...fish..........
...dogs........
...sheep......
...sticks......
...thieves....
...elephants
...ants.........

Today's Topic (page 4)

Write words and their meanings in fair notebook.

C. Answer the following questions.
Write and learn these questions in your fair notebook.
1. Why did Koji's parents send him to a temple?
Ans. Koji's parents sent him to a Buddhists temple to train to become a
monk.
2. Do you think it would have helped Koji if he had stayed longer at the temple?
Why do you think so?
Ans. No, it would have not helped Koji because he was not interested in
learning his lessons. He only painted cats in the temple.
3. Were the monk and Koji happy to part away? Which two words in the story
tell you this?
Ans. No, the monk and Koji were not happy to part away. "Sadly " and
"tearfully" are the two words in the story which tell us this.

Class: 4th

Subject: G.K.

Q. 1 Gir National Park in Gujarat is famous for………
Ans. Asiatic Lion.
Q. 2 Baby of horse is called ………..
Ans. Foal.
Q. 3 Which animal has hump on its back?
Ans. Camel.
Q. 4 Where does a dog live?
Ans. Kennel.
Q. 5 We should cross the road when traffic light is ……………
Ans. Green.
Q. 6 Name the place where animals and birds are kept.
Ans. Zoo.

Q. 7 Which colour is the symbol of peace?
Ans. White.
#Learn and write in notebook.

Class -4th Subject -Hindi
पा ठ-४ क्य है बिजली? के शब्द र्थ ललखो व य द करों।

Class: 4th

Subject: Maths

Least Common Multiple (LCM)
The LCM of two or more given numbers is the smallest multiple of each of the given
numbers.
For example, let us consider the numbers 4 and 6
The multiples of 4 are 4,8,12,16,20,24,28...........
The multiples of 6 are 6,12,18,24,30,36,42.........
The common multiples of 4 and 6 are 12, 24 .............
The least common multiples of 4 and 6 is 12.
Hence, the LCM of 4 and 6 = 12.

Q. 1 Find the LCM of the following numbers in the note book.
(a)

6 and 8

(b)

3 and 4

(d)

3 and 9

(e)

2, 3 and 4

(c)
(f)

9/ and 12
5, 10 and 15

Class-4th Subject-Science
Assessment work
Chapter -4 (Adaptation in Animals)
Answer to the previous questions.
1. Ans - The animals that live in water are called aquatic animals. Exampleswhale, shark, water snake, snail, octopus and starfish.
2. Ans -Gills
3. They have __fin__ and __tail___ which help them in swimming in water.
4. Ans - Animals that can live both on land and in water are called amphibians.
Examples- frog, Toad, tortoise, crocodile, alligator and salamander.
5. Ans - Gills, lungs and moist skin
6. Ans - Because they are cold-blood animals.
7. Ans - They go for long winter sleep to protect themselves.
(4) Arial Animals-Animals that can fly and spend most of their time in air are called
aerial animals.
Features of arial animals• Such animals have hollow bones and wings to
fly.
• They also have boat-shaped body which help them in
flying.
• Examples- Sparrow, pigeon, crow, eagle, etc.

(5) Arboreal animals – Animals that spend most of their time on trees are called
arboreal animals.

Features of arboreal animals• Perching birds have different types
of claws to hold the branches of
trees.
• Monkey have long arms and tail for
climbing and hanging on trees.
• Examples -Perching birds, monkey, ape, koala bear and flying squirrel.
Answer the following questions.
1. What are aerial animals? Name some aerial animals.
2. What helps aerial animals in flying?
3. What types of bones an aerial animal have?
4. What are arboreal animals? Name some arboreal animals.
5. What helps a monkey in climbing on a tree?
6. Perching birds have different types of_______.
H.W. -Try to find out answers of these questions and write in your notebook.
Answer of these questions will be sent tomorrow.

Class-4th

Subject- S.St.

Chapter-6 (India: The Coastal Plains and Island Groups)
Topic: States lying in Eastern Coastal Plains
Answer the following questions on the basis of video lecture.
Q. 1 Name the capital city of Tamil Nadu.
Ans. Chennai is the capital city of Tamil Nadu.
Q. 2 Name the three water bodies meeting near Tamil Nadu.
Ans. The India Ocean, the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea meet near Tamil Nadu.

Q. 3 Name the capital city of Telangana.
Ans. Hyderabad is the capital city of Telangana.
Q. 4 Name three National Parks of Telangana.
Ans. Kasu Brahmananda Reddy National park, Mahavir Harina Vanasthali National
park and Mrugavani National park are the three national parks of Telangana.
Q. 5 Name an important sea port in Andhra Pradesh.
Ans. Vishakhapatnam is an important sea port in Andhra Pradesh.
# Learn and write in notebook.

